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vithin the loop. In nonlinear systems it is possible forea loop to

shift beak and forth between being positive feedback end negative

feedback.

Questiont Rather than usinag the descriptive treatment in this

book, vould not a mathematical treatment of feedback systems

be more afftiient educationally?

Rspone One needs to see and understand systems from many

different viewpoint. The mathematical viewpoint is but one of the

possibilities. In the past the most effective persons in dealing

with dynamics of systems have been those trained in the mathematics

of feedback system. as taught in various engineering departments.

However, very few students come through this particular educational

stream and some other approach to system dynamicsitcleat~y required.

The mathematical approach itself is not uaranteed to instill the

proper perspective because man students see systems only in their

mathemattial terms and often in the "frequency doasin" form and fail

to visualiee how these systems are behaving in the time domain. It

appears that one tia start wither with the mathematical approach to

systems or with the qulitptive approach. The choice would depend

on the inclinations of the student. We believe that the mathematical

treatment could precede, could follow, or could be taught in parallel

with the qualitative and descriptive approseh. The typical mathat

matical treatments of systems do not explicitly identify the concepts

and principles which are the focus for this course.
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Fourth Class * Oetober 4# 1967

in class we disoussed the enamination questions which students had

made up as the day's assigment.

Most of the period was devoted to the seoondaorder loop developed

in the previous classE

Iven though all but one of the students has studied mathemasties

through differential equations, none were able to look at the flow

diagram and estimate the behavior of the asyste. Those who were able

to see that the feedback loop would oscillate were not aware that it

would Oscillate at constant amplituts. Those that detected an

oseillatory possibility empeated that the damping would be a function

of the It parameter values rather than that the system is udaped

and the parameters affect the natural period.

Also it took a long time to begiS to see eon of the basic

flow and level reistionships between the variables* The diagra as

dram with the governing equations on the board Clearly shows thatif

the past history has been a eostant level of procedures and soureas

the umber of purchase planers muset neeasarily have been sero. The

rate of change of procedures end sources is given in the diagram as

proportional to the nember of purchase planners.

Likewise, the slopes of the various curves just after time sero

could not be determined by inspection (for the equations see class

notes for October 11
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Fifth Class ** October 9, 1967

I asked for opinias on the structure of the Workbook and whether

or not the answereshduld be put into a separate back section away

from the questions. The studeat consn semed to be that the

present structure of problem Zfollowed by answer to preferred.

I outlined future opportunities for work, research, and teaching

in industrial dynamics. I pointed out that Pugh would be starting a

mathmatios seminar on system behavior neat term and that six or

eight students could join that effort some of whom bove salready hod

a feedback system usthemtie background and some students who have

not, Also I mentioned various reearch opportunities and that the

industrial dynamics courses will all have openings for teachers in

the neat three or tout years.

ta contiming discussion of the secondeorder purchasing loop

which bad bean developed it the previous two classes, the students

began to see that the behavior of the system is M3t unrealistic

in terms of an actual mansgerial system and its anticipated behavior.

At this point it was possible to draw the sharp distinction between

the real system and the andel system and to point out that coe to

always working back and forth between these two. The udel looked

satisfactory when first crated. One can then stay with the model as

it stands until its behavior is thoroughly understood. At that time

a mUmu n



the im-b* of realism in the behavior an lead one back to reevaluate the

original description and to formulate a new model whieh is more

satisfactory.

Discussion of Sotion 2.5

There folloitdda general dsousion of the sles saotyation model

appearing io book Section . This revolved around a question from

the class about the effect of changing the reveme to sales S

oefficient to a higher value. It took the classomse tie to sort

out the equilibrim relationukips bish idicate It that one would have

a larger amker of salesmen soling essentially the sae product rate.

Production would go up very slightly in response to the higher

bakto and this ocording to Figure 2. Sb i the tet would make a

very slight incresset I production rate. owever, neglecting this

as uniAportat the predotmiant affect is a higher sales budget paying

more salemen operating against a lower sates effectiveness and

selling the sme amount of product
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Thiscles session started with a discussion of one of the questions

raised by a student response to the October 4 assignment to generate a

20ainute oclass quis.

TheSituation: A stove is burning ftel ina room or house so that

it generates best at a fixed rate in terms of BTU per hour. Is

there a feedback loop at work in this situation?

The question to the class was phrased in an effort to make it as

broad and comprehensive as possible$ yet the majority of students foous

on the unontrolled, sconstant delivery of best and say that there is no

feedback system. On the other hand s*me should see that the room

temperature does not rise without limit.

Some students will disnss teperature as a possible system level.

This gives an opening for a discussion of the nature of a level

variable. One generates heat which flows into a system and heat is a

proper level variable. Rowever, temperature is merely a consequence

of the heat and is given by dividing the amount of heat by the proper

thermo oefficient representing the eis* and nature of the unit

receiving the heat. In the equation terminology used in this text,

temperature would be an auxiliary variable and neither a level nor a

rate variable. One meves heat from one place to another not temperature.

Figure o10/11/67A shows the flow diagrea representing the heater and

room. The feedbak loop does not involve heat generation but does involve

the rate of heat loss. Even with this diagram on the board a anaber of
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students will not iamediately see that it represents a feedbak system

to which the heat determines the temperature which determines the heat

loss which determines the heat in the room.

An instructive discussion can take plece in answer to the question

asking which of the feedback loops in Chapter 2 of the text most nearly

NE>*I corresponds to this figure for heat flow. Although analogies

can be drawn to any of the negative feedback loops it seems clear that

the closest representation is the goods an Order delay in figure 2.3a*

The sub-loop within this larger figure involving Goods on Order and

Receiving Rate is a system in which an inflow rate fills the level GO

which in turn controls the outflow rate RR MThis first*order delay

is exactly what is represented in Figure 10/11/67A.

Drawing a figure like this one for heat flow requires that one

use concepts and definitions that appear in Shapters that have not yet

been assigned (the asaigned reading is still in Section 2.5). However,

if the instructor is familiar with forthcoming material smch a diversion

can provide motieation and give meantag to that material when it is

encountered. The student at that time will already have experienced

the need for such ideae definitions standards, and nomenclature.

Discussion of Somework for October 11

In this problem the students were asked to hand compute as necessary

to determine the characteristics of the system involving purchase planners

and procedures and sources, which had been discussed in earlier sessions.

(See the easigned problem attached)
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In discussing this home problem several general characteristioa

of the solutions saould be considered.

*. Do the students find a sustained ostllation, an

oscillation which dies out, or an sillation

which grows in amplitudet

b. What is the period of the osillatitn

o# One an have the class discuss their general

reotions to the problem and what they have

observed and what they have learned from it.

it one has in the cless students with some mathematical

backgroud for problems of this kind they may well have carried

out an analytical solution wich Zylelds the aner which in this

test appears in Chapter 10. The period of the oscillation will be

2s

Other students will have gotten approtimetely the sass rest by

stepcmbywatep eamputation following the pattern of the examples in

Chapter 2,

In selecting parameter values for X A* B, and C, students will

in general take values which are too large resulting in reaction Wil

times which are quicker than is realistic. Typical periods obtained

from student parameters will be six months for an entire ocycle of

osillation. this meas that the half period of three months is the

time required to hire the Spurehase pleacers, to have them produe

the required procedures and sources, and to NM transfer the purchase



planers to other positions. This cycle is probably too 30A 3131

short by afactor of five. In determiaing reaonabe1 values we can

start by arbitrarily setting the value Of C thie saply deftees

tat to meat by a procedure ad eurce. Take here a value of 0 w 1.

It might be reasosable to espeat that 20 perhee planners could in

six moths produce the procedures and souree 1!a necessary for

supplyitg autemobile perts at the rate of 1000 ateombilesaM per

moth. One thousand procedtres and sourna per 2U 120 manmothe

gives a value of A t 10.

In determning the value of a we might eaue that a disepancy

between target supply rate and the supply capability of 1000 would

lead to a hiring rate of 5 men per anath. This would give a value of

A* .005. ThenevaluesofAt a, and a0of10,1,0and.00$ yielda

period of oscillation of approastely 30 months.

The rate equations for the preceding system as gives in class

had been

I IL* (2) (100-* SC.1)

98IELK* (A)(PP*K)

80.S (0) (".1)

Some students will conclude trem their computatioe that the

oscillation within the feedback loop for the problem of October 11

diverges* This will be I tree because of the added instability

introduced by fl the tomputational R atis interval. For a sufficiently

abort time interval, say loe than 1/10 of the period, the divergence



m,

will not be MRE extree. For those who compte without awarenese

of the importance of the time interval rapid divergence may be

ancountered, Since the instability due to computation arises out of

the relationship between the solution Interval and the PM1AR period,

some students Ut may conclude that instability is a result of

changing the parameters of the system when those parameters are given

veis whieh shorten the period enoug to make the computat cnal

instability conspicuous. For vanishaigly smell 1 solution

iAtervals the osciltation i the system is of coatiouss amplitude.

All finite comutational intervals will give some divergence with the

divergence increasing very rapidly as the camputational interval

approaches a tenth of a period.

Students will not have an ntuitive feeling for why the loop in

the problem of Oatober 11 to undamped. An analogy may help by asking

them to oempare this loop with a swinging pendulum sand to indicate

the anlagous reletionhips. Purchase planners beomes the angular

velocity, procedures and sources becomes the angular ta position,

P is the angular rate, ad hiring Is the *eelerations This ta

an eacst structural representation of the undamped swinging penduham.

the students may have enagh beekground in physis to be able to

dismues how the flow diagram ould be medified to represent a pendulum

Swinging with viscous friction. Under this eirumstance thee would be

a conctineg link between 3 velocity and soceleration such that

velocity produces a deeelerating force. Without this deeleration the

pendulum would continue to sving without reduation in amplitude.
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Assignment for next time is to read Chapter 3 and the corresponding

Workbook. Also, be prepared to discuss questi~as 1, 3 and 4 of the

problem R which was assigned for October 11.

Initial questions related to the computation of dynamic behavior

in the October 11 problem. Some had found that the oscillation of
theory

the system grows. For this system which in pxUa sustains any

given amplitude of oscillation, a simulation solution will expand

some because of the effect of the computational time interval. For

very small time intervals (one hundredth of a period) the oscillation
At

will grow very slowly. And a solution interval of about one-tenth of

a period the amplitude of oscillation will increase rather rapidly and

still longer solution intervals will be entirely inappropriate.

Question: Does the solution interval relate to the monthly

review or the interval between actual managerial decision?

Response: Students usually do not grasp the viewpoint that the solution

interval is purely a computational process and bears no relationship to

processes within the real system. If delays within the actual system

are significant they should be explicitly represented in the model

structure. The solution interval should be short enough that it has

no influence on the results of interest. No delays or other aspects of

the actual system should be hidden in the solution interval.



questiOnt Why not use an analog computer for simulating system

models?

Rseaponse This question almost always arise* with groups new to the

simulation of social systems. Many of the models we work with are

beyond the capability of analog computers. Analog computers have

noise end uncertainty ME which introduces far more difficulty than

the solution interval and other considerations in a digital solution.

The programming of an analog computer is slower and more diffiugt

than a digital computer equipped with the DYNAMO compiler. Nonlinearities

are much easier to handle in the digital computer.

T~e discussion then turned to Section 2.5 to the book. The

remainder of the period was a general discussion touching on many

points.

1. A discussion of optimisation techniques and how comples

systems have multiple manime and will not yield to

maexivs rate of ascent techniques.

U 2. Questions and answers pointing out that the system of

Section 2.5 can not be solved analytically.

3. A discussion of how the cost of computation has gone

dea from $30,000 per million operations in 1945 to

perhaps $.30 per million at th prasent time.



4. In working with a simulation model one is looking for

improved solutions to syatem policy but rarely can

show that he has a best operating point.

5. The importance in knowing from a system model the kinds

of indicators that the real-life system will contain to

identify the 11U ade of operation of the system.

The rising and then approximately constant delivery

delay as seen in Section 2.5 usually indicates 2M

inadequate production capacity.

6. A discussion of the inadequacy of information to be

dound in most setal industrial situations.

Financial type of data is usually kept but the other

kinds of information are apt not to be recorded.
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Discussion of the October 11 home problem. The entire period was

devoted to developirgreasonable values for the parameters in the system

as asked for in Question 1. The students seemed to embark on such a

discussion with no evident belief that they can devehop reasonable

parameters out of their own experience. They are willing to take

arbitrary numerical values without thinking of their real-life meaning,

but are reluctant to examine the model and the equations to see what

these parametersdwould mean in a real-lif. situation.

It took some time for the students to begin to se that the parameter C

is entirely arbitrary and is simply part of the definition of what we

mean by "procedures and souvees." Any value can be taken and it defines

procedures and sources in terms of a supply capability. Because it is

arbitrary a value of one was taken

(I can't tell whether you changed your mind or whether the belt skipped.)

Many students then expected that other 2parameters would be equally

arbitrary. Another interesting attitude arose in that some students resisted

considering values for the parameters because by now they can see that

some aspects of the model are going to behave in an unrealistic way. Hovever,

it seems good practice and discipline to proceed with the completion of

the model selecting values in the most satisfactory way, understand the

model as such, and then turn attention to improving the model representation

of the realiy



For those students who said that the parameter B could be entirely

arbitrary I asked if a value of 20 might be taken. Thqrrequire *a long

time to discover that given the initial conditions of the system a value

of 3 equale 20 will lead to a hiring rate of managers in the purchasing

office of 20,000 men per month. More reasonable figures might be a

hiring rate of two men per month based on an apectation that we a would

build up to some 8 managers who are organising the purchasing operation.

If the initial conditions are to give a hiring rate of two men per month

then MM B equals 0.002.

We then need a value for A. One thousand procedures and sources

are to be produced. If 10 men were to do the job in five months which

would be a reasonable set of relationships, then A equals 20.

Given the following values

A * 20

B * 0.002

C 1

then from the prior knowledge of the equation for the period of the

system we have

Period 4 Jm 30 months

She students might at first find this a surprisingly long time but

looking at the first quester and first bblf cycles one can s* that

response can ntit be ansh faster.
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